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'e have reviewed the Ilillinderodt request (nTX, 12/29/58, Leaderc to
Johison) for teMorary permission to ship 4.2% enriched uranium dioxide
from St. Louis to Lynchburg. Va. Fifty pounds U02 are to be placed in
a 5 gallon drum which will be braced in a 55 gallon "'shorty" drum
birdcage.

1Xallinckradt justifies the rasa of contained U-235 per container vn the
basis of the cus linits specified in TTD-7016, and the spacing oan the
basis of raiximn density, kg1 U-235/cubic feet *f birdcage volm:Ce, rgiven
in TID-7016.

lie do not question the U-235 nBss (0.848 kg) proposed for an individual
container - it is in accord with 0.864 1: permitted by IZ-1019 for
single containers. However, Taule 5 in TID-7016 specifieS batch sizes
for IT-235 based on a contained volune of material not exceeding 4.5
liters, whereas the contained volurx of the )lillinclirodt drutm is 5
gallons (19 liters). Consequently, the spacing criteria of Tablen 6
and 7, TID-7016, do nft apply.

Oa the other hand, w. have analyzed the R1allinckrodt proposal on the
basis of K-1019 (4th revision, deleted), exploying the solid angle
method of detormiining spacing requirement. If one assurcs a value of
keff of 0.65 for moderated U02 in 4 5-Sallon drum, then the spacin,
proposed by Itallinckrodt is acceptable. 7 _..

Wc are willing to approve the aetlhod of shipment proposed by Wlliriclxrodt
_Jorztheone transfer of material from St. Louis to Lynchburg, Not over

2L drtw will be loaded into each trucL-, in squire array (not stacked
in ftiinsi1 or storage). In the cmantim$, for future such shipwents,
we suggest that the applicant justify transportation procedures ori !t /
the basis of accepted references, with which the coapany is tmdoubtedly
fa=lliar.
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